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Documentation

The Space Algo Suite
Activating your Suite

Purchase & Activation of the Suite
●

Within 24h (business days only) of your order being processed, you will receive an e-mail to let you know
that you have access to the Space Algo Suite.

●

To use the Suite, log in to the same TradingView account you provided during your order and follow
these steps:

Presentation of the
Space Algo Suite
Our indicators

Indicator 1:
Space Algo - Bull and Bear Signals

Customization of the indicator
●

To open the advanced settings of the algorithm, please click the ‘gear’ icon as demonstrated below.

●

We will give you more details about your customization options throughout this documentation.

Closing / Redraw
●

It is important to wait for a candle to be closed for the signal to be conﬁrmed. Indeed, a signal can
appear and disappear while a candle is closing. Once the candle is closed, the signal is bound to remain
the same.

●

The Buy (Bull) and Sell (Bear) signals are indicated by our Bull and Bear indicators as demonstrated
below:

Exigency
●

In the dashboard, the option Exigency allows you to customize the percentage of the exigency level of
the signals.

●

The higher the value, the less signals will appear, but they will be more precise.

●

Conversely, a lower value will allow more signals to be shown but they will be less precise.

●

The default value is 30

Trading Style
●

In the dashboard, the option Trading Style lets you input a value ranging from 1 to 5.

●

This value controls the trading strategy used by the algorithm.

●

Our backtests have determined that the 1 and 2 values give the best results.

●

The default value is 2

Extreme trend signals
●

In the dashboard, the option Extreme trend signals can be toggled on or off to ﬁt your needs.

●

This indicator identiﬁes the long and short entries during extreme trends.

●

Pro : Useful to get into a trade if you have missed the entry point into an extreme trend.

●

Con : Does not work as well once the extreme trend is over.

Without Extreme Trend

With Extreme Trend

Unbalanced Signals
●

In the dashboard, the Unbalanced Signals option can be toggled on or off to ﬁt your needs.

●

This option is disabled by default so that Space Algo shows balanced signals: if a Bull signal appears
then the following one will always be a Bear signal.

●

You are free to activate this option or not.

Without Unbalanced signals

With Unbalanced signals

Rainbow Cloud 1/2
The Rainbow Cloud allows to visualize the current trend:
Uptrend, Downtrend or Neutral/Range trend. It also shows the
overbought and oversold areas.
💡 Tips:
●

Avoid trading against the trend, namely choosing Bear
signals during Uptrends or Bull signals during Downtrends.

●

It is not recommended to trade in Neutral/Range zone (see
the white arrow on the image)

●

To conﬁrm a trend, it is wise to multiply by 3 your current
timeframe to reﬁne the results.
Example: If you trade on a 1-hour timeframe, check the
trend on a 3-hour timeframe.

Rainbow Cloud 2/2
⚠ Important:
●

If a cloud is neutral and the other one is a Bull cloud, the Bull trend wins.

●

If a cloud is neutral and the other one is a Bear cloud, the Bear trend wins.

●

If two clouds converge then the trend is neutral (risky investment).

Context
●

The Context is the transparent cloud within which the candles exist. It not only indicates the trend but
also the Support and Resistance zones.

💡 Tip: The Bull or Bear signals that break the central line of the Context generally offer better results.

Maximizing your proﬁts
●

The best proﬁts are generally made on the timeframe divided by two compared to its entry position.
Example 1 : You have a 2-hour timeframe and take a Bull position. You will start making a proﬁt as soon
as the ﬁrst Bear signal appears on a 1-hour timeframe. You can then put the stop loss at your entry price
to secure your earnings.
Example 2 : You have a 1-hour timeframe and take a Bear position. You will start making a proﬁt as soon
as the ﬁrst Bull signal appears on a 30-minute timeframe. You can then put the stop loss at your entry
price to secure your earnings.

💡Tip: Never miss a signal to earn a proﬁt by activating the Space Algo alerts.

Alerts

The alerts allow you to receive in real time the Bull or Bear
signals on your PC, tablet or smartphone thanks to push
notiﬁcations.
Activation:
●

Click on the drop-down menu (top screenshot) and then
click ‘Add a Space Algo alert’ 🖱

Customization :
●

In the ‘Options’ 🖱 (bottom screenshot), we recommend
choosing the option ‘Once per bar close’ 🖱. This will only
send an alert when a candle is closed.

●

You can choose to activate only the Buy alerts or only the
Sell alerts, or to activate both at the same time.

Tips 1/2
●

On a x3 timeframe, the Rainbow Cloud shows the current trend.

Example : If the trend is an Uptrend on a 6-hour timeframe, only choose Bull signals on a 3-hour timeframe.
●

If the candle of a Bull or a Bear signal breaks the central line of the Context, the signal is often more
reliable.

●

If the candles stay above the central line of the Context, it is particularly interesting to look for Bull
signals on a shorter timeframe. Conversely, if the candles are below the Context, it is better to look for
Bear signals on a shorter timeframe.

Tips 2/2
●

Avoid investing when the trend is Neutral/Range.

●

Avoid to long when a candle touches the top of the
Context or the top of the Rainbow Cloud (overbought
area). The same goes for the oversold area.

●

To help you choose how to customize the algorithm,
look at the index history.

●

Only use the «Extreme Trend» tool during an extreme
trend.

Extreme Trend ON

Indicator 2:
Space Algo - Oscillator

Purpose
●

Space algo – Oscillator helps to better identify the current trend. It mixes various indicators of trend
momentums to offer a better overview of the dynamics of the market.

●

It also contains a divergences detector that triggers right to 1 candle – as opposed to a delay of
multiple candles that is the norm in other trading algorithms.

Oversold and Overbought areas
●

The red line at the top represents the Overbought area. It is recommended to look for Bear signals if the
ribbon or the candles reach this zone.

●

The blue at the bottom represents the Oversold area. It is recommended to look for Bull signals if the ribbon
or the candles reach this zone.

Ribbon, candles and divergences
●

The blue and red ribbon indicates the current trend.

●

The heikin ashi candles also show the current trend.

●

The divergences tend to point to an impending change in the trend (blue or red H and D icons).

●

When all 3 indicators point to the same trend (blue or red) you can take a Bull or Bear position more
conﬁdently.

Indicator 3:
Space Algo - Heatmap

Heatmap 1/2
●

A Heatmap or a heat zone is an oscillator based on 5 stacked lines made of rectangles.

●

Each line has its own strategy to identify a Bull or Bear trend.

●

If more than half of the rectangles are the same color (blue or red) on a minimum of 3 lines, then the
trend is considered as stable.

●

A change in the trend is translated by a sudden change of color, as underlined below.

Heatmap 2/2
⚠ Important :
●

When the area is blue, focus on the Bull signals.

●

When the area is red, focus on the Bear signals.

●

When the area shows mixed colors or no color at all
then the trend is Neutral/Range.

●

To see a reliable trend, we recommend waiting for 3
lines of the same color to be stacked.

Indicator 4:
Space Algo - Supports & Resistances

Space Algo - Supports & Resistances
●

This is a 4-in-1 indicator that you can tailor to your needs.

●

These indicators determine the supports and resistances.

●

In the dashboard, you can select your favorite Pivot Type. (left image)

●

You can also choose a timeframe according to your preferred Timeframe/TF (right image).

Examples of the pivot options
Trendlines

Dynamic Pivots

Standard

Fibonacci

Indicator 5:
Space Algo - Harmonic Patterns (beta)

Harmonic Patterns – beta
●

The Space Algo Suite includes a harmonic pattern indicator able to generate any known pattern.

●

Harmonic Patterns are harder to detect than other patterns because they are obtained through complex
mathematic formulas.

●

For more information please visit:
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/forex/11/harmonic-patterns-in-the-currency-markets.asp

●

The blue or red color of the pattern indicates if it is a Bull or a Bear pattern.

⚠ The HP do not appear in real time: This is a restriction of TradingView ⚠
This also protects you from making risky trades. This indicator is still in its beta stage: in a future update, you
will have the option to force the display of the patterns if you want to.

Space Algo – Harmonic Patterns examples – beta stage

Space Algo
Golden Presets

Golden Presets
We backtested 7 of your favorite cryptocurrencies.
More tests are underway so expect more presets soon.

These tests are composed of two parts :

1.

« Statistical optimization » part : These settings give the best proﬁts statistically
speaking but can result in visual signals looking unusual - but rest assured that numbers
cannot lie!

2.

« Casual use » part : These multipurpose settings are more comfortable to use because
they produce easily readable signals. They are tailored for a more laid-back use.

⚠Notes on the Golden Presets

●

These settings guarantee optimal results on the current market only – they will
need to be adjusted when the trends of the market undergo signiﬁcant changes.

●

During our backtests, the following settings have given us a 60% success

rate or higher on our trades.

●

We only used the Space Algo - Bull/Bear indicator - expect even better results if
you combine our 5 indicators!

Statistically optimized Golden Presets 1/2

Crypto

Timeframe

Take Proﬁt

Stop Loss

Unbalanced
Signals

Exigency

Style

BTCUSD

4H

2.5%

2.5%

✔

63

5

ETHUSD

4H

2.5%

2.5%

✔

71

5

SOLUSD

45min ou 1h

2.3%

2.3%

❌ ou ✔

45

5

Statistically optimized Golden Presets 2/2

Crypto

Timeframe

Take Proﬁt

Stop Loss

Unbalanced
Signals

Exigency

Style

BNBUSD

3H

3%

3%

✔

73

2

UNIUSD

2H ou 4H

3%

3%

✔

69

4

EOSUSD

3H ou 4H

4.6%

4.6%

✔

64

3

ADAUSD

4H

4.5%

4.5%

✔

66

5

Casual Golden Presets 1/2

Crypto

Timeframe

Unbalanced
Signals

Exigency

Style

BTCUSD

4H

✔

30

2

(2 choix)

4H

60

1

✔

ETHUSD

4H

✔

50

1

SOLUSD

2H

✔

36

2

Casual Golden Presets 2/2

Crypto

Timeframe

Unbalanced
Signals

Exigency

Style

BNBUSD

4H

✔

43

1

UNIUSD

2H ou 4H

✔

69

4

EOSUSD

2H

❌

37

2

ADAUSD

4H

✔

46

1

Still have questions?
✉ Contact us:
●

Via our contact form

●

Directly via e-mail at: contact@spacealgo.com
🔗 Follow us:

●

On Twitter for daily news and announcements

●

Join our Telegram group chat

Ready to take your trading to the next level?
☄ Buy now to get a lifetime access to the Space Algo Suite and all its future updates and enjoy a limited discount!

We regularly enrich and update this documentation. Please come back and have another look at it again
soon!

